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A Recent Headline
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What is GDP?

• Monetary value of the purchases of all final goods by 
households, businesses and government

• Most widely used measure of economic activity and heavily 
influences policymakers in setting economic objectives

• Invented by Simon Kuznets at NBER in 1930s

• “One of the greatest inventions of the 20th century” 
-Paul Samuelson and William Nordhaus
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Is GDP a good measure 
of well-being?
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No!

• Kuznets, 1971 Nobel acceptance speech:
• GDP doesn’t measure what really matters
• GDP and wellbeing can go in opposite directions

• No metric for ‘‘pollution and other negative results of mass production.’’
• Crime, war, disease, hurricanes can all boost “GDP” 
• Doesn’t tell us if the country’s people have more mobility and freedom, 

more time to spend with family or to pursue pleasures or passions that 
don’t generate income

• Almost all economists agree
• Attempts being made to come up with alternative measures

• e.g. Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission 2009, Jones and Klenow 2016
• Various “happiness” indexes
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GDP mismeasurement 
is much worse in the digital economy
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The Number of Wikipedia articles has increased 10-fold since 2004
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An Explosion of Free Goods

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/57/EnwikipediaGom.PNG
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/57/EnwikipediaGom.PNG
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e.g. Wikipedia

• “Unmeasured labor creating an unmeasured asset that is 
consumed in unmeasured ways to create unmeasured 
consumer surplus”

- Brynjolfsson and McAfee, 

The Second Machine Age, 2014
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GDP vs. Consumer 
Surplus: Classic Goods

• e.g. Cars

• GDP ∝ CS
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GDP vs. Consumer 
Surplus: Transition 

Goods

• e.g. Encyclopedia (Britannica vs. 
Wikipedia)

• GDP ↓,  CS ↑
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GDP vs. Consumer 
Surplus: Purely Digital 

Goods

• e.g. Google search

• GDP doesn’t get affected, CS ↑
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Directly asking people how much they would pay for a 
digital good for feature
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Platform: Google Consumer Surveys
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Estimating Consumer Surplus with Choice Experiments

• Phone with multi-window feature

• $220

• Phone without multi-window feature

• $200
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Long-term plan

• Motivation: MIT Billion Prices Project

• Create system which routinely sends out surveys in the 
background for a collection of most widely used digital goods

• At the very least can measure changes in CS of goods with 
overlapping qualities

• Cheap, scalable, real-time measurement possible
• Biggest bottleneck: Drafting surveys

• Potentially a “satellite GDP account” maintained by BEA
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Discussion

• Cost: ~$10-20 million for measuring CS of CPI basket 
(80000 goods)

• Can easily add and remove goods from the basket

• Other alternative approaches?
• Ebay/ Amazon data?
• Field experiments?
• Google fiber?
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Conclusion

• We are still using a very imperfect 1930s measure (which was 
disowned by its own creator) to assess economic welfare in 
2016

• With advancements in information technologies, we can now 
easily gather data at a much larger scale in real time.

• Through our research, we study the potential to reinvent and 
significantly supplement the measurement of economic welfare 
by taking advantage of the ease of gathering data in the digital 
era.
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